Enantiomer-specific bioactivities of peptidomimetic analogues of mastoparan and mitoparan: characterization of inverso mastoparan as a highly efficient cell penetrating peptide.
Retro-inverso transformation has commonly been employed as a strategy both for the synthesis of proteolytically stable peptide analogues and for the detailed investigation of structure activity relationships. Herein, we adopted a similar strategy to probe the structure activity relationships of two biologically active tetradecapeptides. Analogues of the α-helical mastoparan, and the highly potent apoptogenic analogue mitoparan, were synthesized using d-amino acids assembled in both endogenous (inverso) and reverse (retro-inverso) orientations. For a more comprehensive comparison, our studies also included the retro l-enantiomer of both peptides. Contrary to expectation, comparative investigations of cytotoxicity, mast cell degranulation, and cellular penetration demonstrated that, while retro-inverso transformation abrogated the associated biological activities of these helical peptides, inverso homologues retained their bioactivities. Moreover, inverso mastoparan demonstrated the highest translocation efficacy of all analogues with much improved uptake kinetics compared to other cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) including the commonly employed inert vectors penetratin and tat. Data presented herein thus propound the utility of inverso mastoparan as a highly efficient peptide vector. Furthermore, correlation analysis of plasma membrane translocation and intracellular uptake efficacy further supports a two-compartment model of CPP import whereby the intracellular accumulation of polycationic peptides is dependent upon both the efficiency of transport into the cell and their subsequent accretion at distinct subcellular loci.